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PRELUDE
Summer break brings forth the desperate need for a pause. Families every-
where have aligned their own schedules to go to the lake, take that roadtrip, 
pitch the new tent, all to come together and regroup as a team. A few 
months later, around the time temperatures drop and kids fill their new 
backpacks with school supplies, the need to get back down to business en-
sues. For business owners, a more consistent schedule provides reason to 
reassess and reorganize for the busy months ahead, leading the way for 
better analytics to use as a guide. 

Where to start?

Along with some meta tag insight provided by Dr. Pete Meyers (25), we’ve 
gathered together some of our favorite archived articles published by 
PAGES. Get off on the right foot by turning first to the SEO prioritization 
tasks Britney Muller has put together for us (15), and be consistent — and 
brief — with your SEO reporting (DiTomaso, 9). Small business owners will 
glean incredible SEO knowledge from Brie Anderson (22), and will want to 
ensure they are getting the most from Google My Business (Hawkins, 5). 
As the fall winds blow in, we salute your drive to make your business the 
best it can be.

This issue of PAGES is dedicated to our dear friend Russ Jones who passed 
away unexpectedly. We honor his commitment to the industry, and our 
hearts go out to his wife and daughters. We invite you to visit his memorial 
page and, with it, inspiration to continue the work Russ believed in to make 
SEO accessible to all. 

The Pages Crew



HERE’S TO YOU RUSS

2020 Q32018 Q2

In rememberance of Russ Jones, we invite you to remember his legacy and
the vast knowledge he left the SEO community during his time with us here on Earth. 

https://moz.com/blog/remembering-our-friend-russ-jones?utm_source=social&utm_medium=twitter.com&utm_campaign=2021-/remembering-our-friend-russ-jones
https://www.pagesseomagazine.com/pages-downloads
https://www.pagesseomagazine.com/pages-downloads


No. 1
JOY HAWKINS

How To Get The Most Out Of
Google My Business

Local search is bigger than ever before. With the increasing num-
ber of “near me” searches on Google, we are still seeing continued 
growth in traffic from Google My Business. In this example below, 
the number of visits to the business website from their Google My 
Business listing has more than doubled over the last two years. 
Businesses often ask what they should be focusing on to maximize 
their exposure on Google, so I’m going to list out some of the prac-
tical things every small business should be doing.

google m
y business is an ever evolving product

Twitter: @JoyanneHawkins



Focus On Getting
Reviews On Google

According to a Local Consumer Review Survey conducted by BrightLocal, 
consumers read an average of 10 online reviews before giving their trust to 
a local business.  Additionally, 91% of 18-34-year-olds trust online reviews 
as much as personal recommendations.  By and large, we have seen tre-
mendous growth in the average number of reviews acquired by businesses. 
According to a study by Nifty Marketing, the average number of reviews 
for a law firm on Google My Business jumped 65% between 2016 and 2018. 
If you’re wondering how many reviews you should aim for, Whitespark has 
an awesome tool (https://whitespark.ca/review-checker/) that will tell you 
the target number of reviews a business in your industry should have, as well 
as the number of reviews acquired by your biggest competitor near you.  
We use a tool called GatherUp to automate our review soliciting process. 
Google also has a free tool called Short Name for Google My Business that 
will give you a shorter URL to use when sharing your listing with customers 
wishing to leave a review.  

GMB Messaging
Google My Business has a feature called Messaging that works similarly 
to Facebook Messages. Activating the feature causes a “Message” button 
to appear on your listing on mobile devices. When a user clicks it, they are 
taken to a direct message screen that you can use to chat in real time. These 
messages are delivered to the business owner through the Google My Busi-
ness app. In order to utilize the feature, the app needs to be installed on 
your phone and push notifications enabled so you get the messages in real 
time. Your response time to the messages is published on the listing.

YOUR RESPONSE TIM
E IS PUBLISHED ON THE LISTING



posts perform
 better w

hen they list photos

Make Use of 
Google Posts
Google Posts is a feature that allows a business to push an update live in the 
search results. By default, posts stay live for seven days before disappearing, 
but you can get around this by utilizing the Event post feature to specify 
the number of days you want it to stay active. To get the best results from 
Google Posts, you should make them highlight your business’s Unique Sell-
ing Proposition (USP). We find that posts perform much better when they 
list photos of, say, company-earned awards instead of generic stock photos.

Setup GMB Products
Google My Business has a feature called Messaging that works similarly to 
Facebook Messages. Activating the feature causes a “Message” button to 
appear on your listing on mobile devices. When a user clicks it, they are 
taken to a direct message screen that you can use to chat in real time. These 
messages are delivered to the business owner through the Google My Busi-
ness app. In order to utilize the feature, the app needs to be installed on 
your phone and push notifications enabled so you get the messages in real 
time. Your response time to the messages is published on the listing.

Open today - 9:00 AM - 7:30 PM

OVERVIEW POSTS PRODUCTS REVIEWS

CALL DIRECTIONS SAVE WEBSITE

YOUR COMPANY ADDRESS

1234 BADASSERY LANE

BOISE, ID 83709

For more ideas and insight on how
to improve your online footprint

as a small business, give Joy a 
follow on Twitter: 

@JoyanneHawkins

Keep track of recent Google My Business
changes with Joy’s list, updated weekly, here:

https://www.sterlingsky.ca/google-local-changes

Google My Business is an ever-
evolving product and is constantly 
releasing new features and updates.



Data and tools will get you far, but that next level 
of meaningful, long-term SEO is really all about 
forming an organic connection. I hope to bring more 
of that to my outreaches and account management.

It always depends. We say it all the time at P1P, but 
the folks at Mozcon said it even more. No matter 
what you’re trying to achieve, there are many ways 
to go about doing it. Don’t be afraid to try something 
a little different and lead with intuition.

To be successful in this industry, you have to be willing 
to grow and change. Since the Google algorithm is 
always getting smarter, being able to get creative 
and try new and different approaches is essential. 
Even if you try something and it doesn’t go quite the 
way you thought it would, it’s still a positive learning 
experience. To me it seemed like all of the Mozcon 
speakers, regardless of their specialty, were successful 
because of their willingness to develop an idea, test 
it, learn from it, and repeat!

WHEN IT REALLY 
COMES DOWN 
TO IT, YOU CAN’T 
OUTSMART
GOOGLE

A MOZ PERSPECTIVE - 2021 MozCon Virtual Attendee Hailey Neff

HAILEY  NEFF | SEO Relationship Coordinator & Strategist | Page One Power
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DANA DiTOMASO

SEO Reporting:
Prove Your Value

A common lamentation in the SEO world is that our stakeholders 
just “don’t get it.” They don’t understand what you do and why it’s 
valuable. They think that SEO is a bunch of snake oil and you just 
sit around all day spamming websites asking for links. Of course, 
it would be great if your stakeholders just inherently knew that the 
reason their phone keeps ringing, or that the sales continue to roll 
in, is because of your brilliant SEO work. But if you do a good job 
of communicating results from the very beginning of your project, 
you won’t need to convince them (as much) — they’ll know.

SEO
INTERNET USE

RECOMMENDED

AND TRAFFIC LOSS

BAD LINKS

POOR CONTENT

SWOLLEN SITES

HUMANITY

Twitter: @danaditomaso



Measure What Matters
Before we dive into the data, let’s first take a step back and con-
sider what we actually need to measure. A common mistake we 
see in marketing reporting is overlong reports. Remember the 
last time you spent six hours putting together 28 pages of siz-
zling commentary? Even after all that work, no one was really 
interested in going through it, page by page or slide by slide. Not 
even you.

Why is that? Why do we create reports that are so incredibly 
long, crammed full of charts and data and three letter acronyms? 
Perhaps it’s insecurity — the more information, the better, right? 
Unfortunately we are not paid by the number of pounds of paper 
we can use up each month. Instead, we’re paid for our marketing 
know-how. Reporting is very important, but taking screenshots 
for hours every month isn’t exactly a great use of anyone’s time. 
What to do?

Monitoring VS. Reporting
What is likely happening here is that you may be mistaking monitoring 
with reporting. Monitoring is the data, the day to day, the checking that 
the graph is indeed going up and to the right as you expected. Reporting 
is the result, the proof that you’re going in the right direction. Or, if you 
aren’t going in the right direction, the knowledge of what needs to be 
done to correct your course.

Instead of one report, you should actually have two — a diagnostics dash-
board for your own use, and a report for your stakeholders.

The diagnostics dashboard is very much focused on the here and now. 
Are there errors in Google Search Console that you need to check out? 
What about that spammy new competitor in the map pack? Rankings 
have dropped. Why? These are the kinds of in-the-moment, actionable 
concerns that your dashboard should be bringing to your attention.

Here is a perfect, real-world example of why you need this dashboard. 
We had a client whose developers were a little heavy handed on the code 
updates. Knowing this, we were watching the site using Little Warden, 
making sure that their Google Tag Manager code was still present. Then 
on the 6th of the month, right after a major site migration, we got a noti-
fication that the Google Tag Manager code was gone. We alerted the cli-
ent and the developers and the code was back on in a few hours. Imagine 
if we’d waited until the end of the month to pull a report, only to realize 
that the code had been gone for most of the month — ever since the site 
migration!

Monitoring for these types of issues is very important, and if you solve 
the issue in a timely fashion, it doesn’t even need to be added to a report. 
Plus, the presence or absence of your GTM code isn’t going to tell you if 
you’re going where you need to go. It’s like the difference between strat-
egy and tactics — posting on Instagram three times a day is a tactic, but 
without knowing the why, you won’t ever see the results you want from 
all this hard work.

Now that you have your diagnostic dashboard complete, what’s left to go 
into your report to your stakeholders? Results. Specifically, results tied 
to goals. It’s time to sit down and have an honest conversation with your 
stakeholders and find out what matters most to them.

Keep it
short.



Business Goals to
KPIs to Metrics
First, you need to agree on business goals for your organization. 
Don’t just focus on so-called “marketing” goals. Instead, lay out all 
the goals. What are the major milestones that your organization 
needs to hit this year? Here is a recent example from one of our 
clients:

 1. Increase qualified leads to 200/month
 2. Have a qualified lead breakdown

These are great, measurable goals. You may have goals that are 
slightly less measurable. For example, “increase awareness” or “im-
prove stakeholder engagement.” Though these can be turned into 
measurable goals, they’re going to need some work. Your job will be 
to shape these goals from formless nothings into goals that you can 
actually point to and say, “Yes, we got there!”

Now, back to your stakeholder’s goals. Let’s start with the first one: 
Increase qualified leads to 200/month. You might be tempted to 
track form fills in Google Analytics and call it a day. You can do better.

Note that our client specifically mentions qualified leads, not just any 
lead. And of course you want to be sure that leads via SEO are just as 
good as leads that come from other channels. There are several ways 
to accomplish this but a good way to start is to record the source of 
every lead and then see how leads via organic search are performing. 
See if there is a consistent percentage of unqualified to qualified leads 
each month, then see if you can improve that percentage. 

For example, if 75% of unqualified leads become qualified, then 
you’re going to need 267 form fills every month across all channels. If 
60% of leads come from organic, that’s 160 leads that you’re respon-
sible for. Now you know that you need an ongoing form fill counter 
in your dashboard — essentially a burndown chart for qualified leads. 
This way, you’ll be able to see halfway through the month that you’re 
going to hit (or miss!) your goal and can adjust your time and effort 
accordingly.

This math also assumes that you don’t have leads visiting the site 
multiple times before they convert, but covering multi-touch attri-
bution is a topic for another article!

Let’s turn to that second goal: Have a qualified lead breakdown of 
50% parts and service, 25% new equipment sales, 25% used equip-
ment sales. Again, you’ll have to rely on your stakeholders to cate-
gorize those qualified leads appropriately. You might be able to get 
this information another way if your website has separate forms 
for different services or some way to differentiate the type of lead, 
otherwise you’ll have to rely on feedback from the CRM to get this 
mix. Since you already have the source saved to the lead, you can 
then map the lead mix by channel. 

Working from our previous math, we now know that SEO needs 
to be responsible for 80% parts and service leads, 40% new equip-
ment sales leads, and 40% used equipment sales leads. With this 
data, you can break down your burndown chart even further. You’ll 
not only know if you’re going to hit your total lead targets, but 
whether or not you’re going to hit your division targets.

By tracking leads by division, we can also see if one division in par-
ticular is struggling. Maybe that mix is starting to skew 60/20/20 
instead of the goal 50/25/25. Are there more parts and service 
leads because overall there are more leads for that sector, or are you 
struggling to bring in qualified traffic to your new and used equip-
ment pages? Having this information in hand will make a huge dif-
ference in how you approach your day-to-day SEO work. Instead of 
focusing on more traffic, you can laser point your efforts on where 
you need to be.
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1.
Increase qualified leads to 
200/month.

2.
Have a qualified lead break-
down of 50% parts & ser-
vice, 25% new equipment 
sales, and 25% used equip-
ment sales.

Parts &
Service

New
Equipment
Sales

Used
Equipment
Sales

LEAD GO

200/monthLeads/month



Build Your Report
Now it’s time to make that report. In this situation we’re covering, 
you only need one page to cover everything you need to report on 
— leads and lead mix by channel, based against your goal figures. 
That’s it.

It might be a shock to go from that 26-page report to a single-page 
report, and if you’re worried about that, start dialing things back 
slowly. Start with this one page, and then slowly chop away pages 
you no longer need off the end. Before you know it, you’ll  have a 
single-page report. No one will miss that one page showing how 
many visitors you received from Luxembourg for your one location 
business in Chicago.

Use Their Words
In addition to making the report as short as possible, try to use the 
same language that the people you’re reporting to use in their day-
to-day speech. When you’re having that conversation with your 
leadership team about goals, try to write down exactly how they 
phrase things. For example, do they say, “We want phone call con-
versions.” or do they say, “We want to keep the phone ringing.”? 
This will help guide the microcopy in your report and make the re-
port more approachable.

You Shouldn’t Need to be There
Additionally, assume that you won’t be there to explain the report. 
Would it make sense without you there to explain it? If not, you 
need to add in microcopy — little pieces of explanation to accom-
pany your charts and graphs. Not only should the report be un-
derstandable by everyone, it should be understandable for years to 
come.

Avoid Tables
SEOs are big Excel nerds, present company included. This means 
that we often turn to tables first when a nice graph would actually 
be a better choice. Not everyone is comfortable with tables and 
numbers, plus tables take longer to review and understand com-
pared to looking at a line or bar chart. If you must present in table 
form, try to include bar charts or heatmaps inside each table to 
highlight your most important information.

IT MIGHT BE A SHOCK
TO GO FROM THAT
26-PAGE REPORT TO A
SINGLE PAGE REPORT.



Prove Your Value

Reporting might seem like 
something you can put off — 
something that you can focus on 
when you have more time to do it 
right, and that your everything-
and-the-kitchen-sink-style reports 
are passable for now. Based on our 
experience, the best time to start 
working on a report is when you 
first start that job or that working 
relationship with a client. The 
second best time? Right now.

Why? Marketers are good at marketing. 
Everyone’s been sold a bill of goods from a 
slick-talking marketer who didn’t deliver, and 
while you may be committed to doing things 
right and getting the job done, you’re dealing 
with years of unmet expectations from oth-
ers in your industry. A clear report, without 
any bafflegab or useless metrics, can mean 
a world of difference in separating you from 
the rest of the pack.

People don’t switch agencies or hire new in-
house marketers because they want more of 
the same. People make changes when they 
don’t understand how what you’re doing is 
meant to help them get to where they need 
to go. Clearly stated goals and clear, short, 
and easy to understand reports will get you 
where you want to go.



I noticed that there were several key themes that 
emerged throughout MozCon: 

What worked before doesn’t work anymore; You must 
continue questioning, experimenting, and growing to 
succeed; quality is king.

Even though each presentation was unique, it was 
exciting to see presenters arrive at similar conclusions 
about the current SEO landscape and overall 
trajectory of our industry.

WHAT WORKED 
BEFORE DOESN’T 
WORK ANYMORE

A MOZ PERSPECTIVE - 2021 MozCon Virtual Attendee Maddie Baker

MADDIE BAKER | SEO Content Creator | Page One Power
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BRITNEY MULLER

Prioritizing SEO Tasks
For Maximum Results

How do you answer a question as big as, “Where should our com-
pany start with SEO?”

There are, quite literally, hundreds of SEO activities you could 
perform — there are on-page optimization tactics, link building, 
technical improvements, and everything in between. Layer on top 
of that the reality that every website, industry, and business is 
distinct and carries its own unique set of challenges and opportu-
nities, and it’s not hard to see that deliberate choices need to be 
made. 

With so many possible activities in a field where one size doesn’t 
fit all, it’s no wonder it can be difficult to know where to start with 
SEO.

Twitter: @BritneyMuller



If the thought of these endless 
possibilities has you overwhelmed 
— don’t worry, it’s normal —  
then it’s time to prioritize. SEO 
prioritization is all about choosing 
your tasks wisely so you can avoid 
spinning your wheels, spending all 
your time on projects that don’t 
move the needle.

this guide will help you 
select the smartest 
tasks to give you maximum 
results, leaving you 
less overwhelmed in the 
process!

no spinning



start with 
your goals

Long before you start any SEO initiative — 
touch a title tag, edit a landing page, or add 
structured data markup — you need to answer 
the question: “What are our business goals, 
and how is the website being used to achieve 
said goals?”

Remember, SEO performance is not an end 
unto itself. It’s a vehicle to help your business 
accomplish its goals. Any SEO tactics that are 
divorced from your goals will only produce van-
ity metrics, rather than real growth.

If you haven’t identified your goals yet, now’s 
the time! Here are some tips to get you started.

identify key pages

Do you know which pages on your site are driving the most conver-
sions? Once you know your goals, it’s important to identify which 
pages on your website most directly contribute toward achieving 
those goals.

For example, if you have a goal to increase organic leads by 10 per-
cent over the next six months, you’ll want to identify which pages 
have conversion forms.

For the sake of simplicity, let’s say that there’s only one of these 
pages on your site — the contact page. Not only do you want to 
make sure the contact page is easy to use, but you’ll also want to 
figure out what paths your site visitors take to get to the contact 
page, and optimize those common paths as well. To do that, check 
out the Reverse Goal Paths report in Google Analytics.

An example of a common path might be that a visitor first lands 
on your site on a blog post, perhaps one written specifically to rank 
for target keywords relevant to what your business offers. From 
there, they might click over to a service page or your “about” page. 
After reviewing some mid-funnel content about your business, 
they navigate to the contact page and complete a form.

Prioritizing improvements to your conversion pages, and the pag-
es that commonly assist conversions, is a surefire way you can use 
SEO to achieve your goals.



check for technical 
roadblocks

Even the best pages won’t achieve your goals if technical errors 
are holding your site back. That’s why it’s critical to uncover these 
issues from the get-go. You can think of this step as the regular 
maintenance your website needs in order to avoid breaking down.

While you could check a lot of things manually, it saves a ton of 
time to perform this step with help from a site crawl tool. I rec-
ommend Moz Pro, Screaming Frog, and DeepCrawl, but there are 
plenty on the market that could assist you in this area.

An example error you could discover during an audit could be that 
your important pages have a <meta name=”robots” content=”noin-
dex”> tag, essentially saying that you don’t want those pages listed 
in search results!

As important as this step is, there’s a very real possibility that you 
will come away with hundreds or even thousands of issues you need 
to address, leaving you overwhelmed yet again. But fear not! The 
next step is all about how to manage your time effectively.

manage your time
effectively

Even the best pages won’t achieve your goals if technical errors 
are holding your site back. That’s why it’s critical to uncover these 
issues from the get-go. You can think of this step as the regular 
maintenance your website needs in order to avoid breaking down.

While you could check a lot of things manually, it saves a ton of 
time to perform this step with help from a site crawl tool. I rec-
ommend Moz Pro, Screaming Frog, and DeepCrawl, but there are 
plenty on the market that could assist you in this area.

An example error you could discover during an audit could be that 
your important pages have a <meta name=”robots” content=”noin-
dex”> tag, essentially saying that you don’t want those pages listed 
in search results!

As important as this step is, there’s a very real possibility that you 
will come away with hundreds or even thousands of issues you need 
to address, leaving you overwhelmed yet again. But fear not! The 
next step is all about how to manage your time effectively.



analyze results and
communicate often

If you’re performing SEO on a business’s website (as opposed to 
your personal website), it’s critical to be transparent with your 
progress and results, and communicate those things often. That 
type of communication will naturally foster a sense of trust with 
your boss, your client, or other website stakeholders. Without that 
trust, you may not be given the opportunity to see your SEO tasks 
through to completion.

Frequently analyzing results will also allow you to see which opti-
mizations are performing well and deserve further investment, and 
which initiatives you may need to reverse course. Seeing what’s 
performing (or not) can make it much easier to set and prioritize 
future tasks.

When analyzing and reporting on results, just remember to pick 
KPIs (key performance indicators) that measure your specific SEO 
actions. Each type of action will have different KPIs, so choose 
appropriately (see Fig. 2)! Be sure you can demonstrate how the 
results get you closer to achieving your goals. Metrics that aren’t 
tied to goals are just vanity metrics.

Last of all, know your audience. Take your boss or client’s unique 
personality into consideration, and create a communication and 
reporting strategy that’s tailored to them. Speak their language 
and stay focused on what they feel is important.

site crawl tools scan all 
the pages on your site, 
collect data on those pages, 
organize that data into 
reports, and alert you to 
technical issues.



in conclusion

Getting started with SEO can seem daunting, but if search is an 
important channel for your business, it’s worthwhile.

Once essential optimizations have been made, you can focus on 
taking a more proactive approach to SEO. In the long term, you’ll 
be able to expand your SEO strategy beyond tackling implemen-
tation. This might include initiatives like integrating more closely 
with your content marketing team, utilizing organic search data to 
inform UX, and undertaking off-page optimizations, just to name 
a few.

But if you’ve been wondering where you should begin, now you 
know — start with the tasks that are uniquely important to your 
website!

Armed with these prioritization tips, you’ll be ready to squash that 
overwhelmed feeling and get to work on the SEO activities that’ll 
make the biggest impact for your business.

when everything is a 
priority, nothing really is.

download the playbook 
from page one power



In SEO I feel like it’s really easy to get a major case of 
imposter syndrome - at least for me it is. However, as 
soon as the first session of MozCon ended I realized 
that everything I am doing is totally normal. Attending 
the virtual event allowed me to see that the questions 
I have, the way I do things, and the reason why I do 
them, is completely normal. 

As weird as it sounds, it was encouraging to see that 
other people in the industry - people who have been 
in this for way longer than I have - also have their own 
feelings of self-doubt. It reassured me that I am not 
alone. And that when we all come together, we make 
one powerful team. My mind was blown away with 
every presentation and I absolutely loved the usage 
of memes and gifs. They made it so fun for being a 
virtual event!  I learned more about SEO than I ever 
thought I was capable of learning. I seriously can’t 
wait to continue to put what I learned into action!

IN SEO I FEEL LIKE 
IT’S REALLY EASY 
TO GET IMPOSTER 
SYNDROME

A MOZ PERSPECTIVE - 2021 MozCon Virtual Attendee Alex Mosher

ALEX MOSHER | SEO Content Creator | Page One Power
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BRIE ANDERSON

Businesses Can't Afford
(Not To Do) SEO

Selling to small businesses can be tough. Their budgets are gener-
ally tight, and they usually want fast results. That means investing 
in SEO is completely out of the question, right? Wrong. There are 
a few SEO strategies that don’t take much time or experience, and 
if left undone, can leave a business vulnerable and on a trajectory 
towards failure.

ONLINEONLINE

Twitter: @Brie_E_Anderson



Google My Business is free 
but can cost you thousands.

Google My Business is a Google entity that 
allows businesses to control their Google 
Search and Maps presence in one place. 
While many industry professionals are aware 
of this tool, many small business owners are 
not. And here’s the thing: not having control 
of your business listings is DANGEROUS.  
While claiming business listings is not as easy as it once was, chang-
ing the information on listings is still rather easy. People are able 
to “suggest an edit” for a business, and if it is not resolved in two 
weeks, Google will assume the change is legitimate and allow it to 
go live. Changes can be made to addresses, business categories, 
websites, hours of operation, and phone numbers - all of which are 
crucial to a business’s success. Imagine calling a business for the first 
time,  only to be forwarded to another business you’ve never heard 
of! Would you know the difference? Probably not.

The most important feature of Google My Business for brick-and-
mortar businesses is the ability to set the business location. While 
Google may have the correct address for a business, their maps don’t 
always select the correct location for the address - especially if the 
address is a suite or is in a large industrial location. With a Google My 
Business profile, you are able to see the exact location pin Google has 
for your business and move it if necessary.

Any of these mishaps can cost a business money. I like to use emer-
gency rooms as an example when explaining the value of SEO. 
Imagine a searcher who, in a panicked state, Googles “ER near 
me” and is unknowingly given an incorrect address. The potential 
customer is then navigated to the wrong place and with no time to 
mess with what went wrong; they are forced to find another ER. 
In this case, not only did the original ER lose a potential client 
(and a good chunk of change), they also let the potential client 
down in a crucial moment. That letdown could very easily be the 
end of a relationship for the business. 

Not all instances will be this extreme, but this is 
the easiest way to drill home the fact that GMB 
profiles are not something that small businesses 
can ignore. Oftentimes the businesses have no 
relationship with the customers who find them 
on Google, and a bad first impression (due to in-
accurate information) can cost a company thou-
sands of dollars in lost customers. And here’s 
the thing: controlling a GMB is not that time 
intensive! It only takes a few hours a month.

DON’T FORGET ABOUT iPHONE USERS
While we are on the topic of locations and maps, 
it is important to note that about 10% of users 
rely solely on Apple Maps (Statistica). That be-
ing said, working on your Maps Connect account 
is also important. The process of accessing your 
business information through Apple requires a 
lot less hoops to jump through compared with 
GMB, so the verification process, requiring only 
a phone number, will be a lot shorter. Howev-
er, this also means you’ll want to keep a closer 
eye on it to ensure your information doesn’t get 
changed by an unauthorized employee or some-
one looking to do harm.

Maps Connect is the same in regards to the na-
ture of the information it holds about business-
es. You are able to share your address, phone 
number, business category, and business loca-
tion. But on Maps Connect, you are also able 
to share your social and Yelp profiles and link to 
your branded app.

Again, leaving your Maps Connect for Apple 
profile incomplete and failing to monitor it is 
very dangerous for your business. You never 
know what sort of information Apple is using for 
your business or where they are sending people 
(their maps service is usually not the best), so 
it’s best to manage it all manually. 

Reviews are today's social 
currency and the easiest way 
to print (burn) money.
Perhaps the most important reason small businesses 
need to be worried about SEO is for reviews alone. Gone 
are the days of traditional “word of mouth” marketing - 
WOM is all done online. According to BrightLocal, over 
85% of consumers read the online reviews of local busi-
nesses and these same consumers, on average, feel they 
have to read 10 reviews before being able to trust a local 
business. Needless to say, small businesses cannot afford 
to ignore the feedback they are getting online.

INCREASING REVIEW NUMBERS
The first thing businesses need to worry about is the 
sheer number of reviews they have online. It is not good 
enough to have two or three reviews on two or three 
different platforms - there has to be enough reviews 
on each platform to make consumers feel comfortable 
about making a decision. Remember, oftentimes an on-
line search result is going to be your first impression with 
a consumer, and you want it to be positive.

There are people out there who focus solely on this SEO 
strategy, but building the number of reviews online 
doesn’t have to be overly complicated. A simple strategy 
can be established for most businesses by creating an 
email campaign, using signage, or training employees to 
do a soft ask for reviews after checkout.

CREATING A POSITIVE IMPRESSION 
THROUGH REVIEWS
Once reviews start rolling in, the most important piece of 
the review formula comes into play - business responses. 
A positive review is one thing, but what consumers really 
want to see is a business that responds to its consumers. 
In the same report mentioned above, BrightLocal found 
that 83% of consumers read a business’s responses to 
customer reviews.

Many platforms will automatically generate profiles for 
businesses if people check-in to the location online, 
if the business is listed in a directory, or if it is a well-
known business. That means that there can be reviews 
on those profiles that you don’t know about. This may 
not be a huge deal, but if there are negative reviews, it 
could be extremely harmful to your business’s success. 

The majority of the time, consumers that read reviews 
are looking to see how the business interacts with the re-
viewers, right? So what kind of impression is made if the 
business doesn’t interact with reviewers at all, or specifi-
cally,  has nothing to say in response to the negative re-
views? Probably nothing good. Negative reviews are going 
to happen and the best thing you can do on behalf of your 
business is to reply to them with empathy and under-
standing. The way your business responds could be the 
difference between a positive or negative first impression.

SEO may be expensive and time intensive, but there are 
many SEO strategies small businesses simply cannot af-
ford to disregard. The most important thing for small busi-
ness owners to understand when it comes to SEO is that 
by not taking an interest in their online reputation and 
pertinent information, they are setting themselves up for 
lost revenue or online attacks from ill-intended people.



Most vendors are able to handle smaller link campaigns but struggle with scalability and 
execution when it comes to enterprise projects. You need a firm with experience acquiring 
links for multi-national corporations, and specific packages tailored to this type of link 
development.

We are that firm. Trusted by multiple Fortune 500 companies and household brands, our 
enterprise solutions are designed to help businesses make gains in some of the most com-
petitive search results online.

Every industry has unique link building challenges. To overcome these obstacles, we created 
The Summit: An SEO Leadership Series. In this webinar series, we host industry SEO ex-
perts and discuss the common link building challenges and how they overcome them.

TUNE IN TODAY

https://www.pageonepower.com/b2b-link-building-guide-download
https://www.pageonepower.com/b2b-link-building-guide-download
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DR. PETE MYERS

GOING META ON YOUR SEO

Whether you’ve been practicing SEO for two weeks or two decades, 
you’re inevitably going to stumble into arguments about meta tags. 
It’s sometimes hard to separate myth from history, and though the 
roles of meta-tags and SEO has evolved a great deal over time, the 
basics are still critical and don’t need to be complicated.

There are a number of advanced meta tags, but let’s focus on the 
three with the most SEO history: 

Meta keywords, meta description, and title tag.

Put simply, meta tags are 
data that help search 

engines understand your 
webpage but are not part of 

the regular content.

Twitter: @dr_pete



The meta keywords tag is a comma-delimited list of keywords (or topics) that 
your webpage is about. There was a time when this tag helped search engines 
decide where and when your page should rank. 

That time was twenty years ago. 

By the early 2000s, search engines realized that meta keywords were too easy to 
game, and we have good reason to believe that many even viewed them as a nega-
tive ranking factor (i.e. they treated those keywords with suspicion). In 2018, the 
meta keywords tag is unlikely to help or harm you in most situations, and it isn’t 
worth much time or effort.

LEAST IMPORTANT.

META
KEYWORDS

Your meta description is meant to be a human-readable summary of your web-
page. This summary is often (note: not always) used by search engines and some 
social networks as the description or “snippet” that they display. 

This summary is a vital part of the first impression that will determine if someone 
will click on your search result.

THREE TIPS FOR WRITING GOOD META DECRIPTIONS:

Write for Humans
Too many people still treat their meta descriptions as a dumping ground for their 
SEO keywords. Don’t do this. Your meta description isn’t a significant ranking 
factor in 2020. It is, however, very important in determining whether someone 
clicks on and engages with your site. Like good ad copy, your meta description 
should grab a searcher’s interest and leave them wanting more.

Mind Your Length
Google currently limits display snippets to about 155 characters after which they 
add an ellipsis (...). Try to keep your meta description under this length, or make 
sure that the most important parts of your description happen before the cutoff.

Keep it Relevant
While you want to attract clicks, make sure that your description is relevant to 
your page’s content. Tricking searchers into a click leads to high bounce rates 
and no long-term value. In many cases, if your description isn’t relevant to 
the search or your content, seach engines will simply overrule you and rewrite 
what thaey display.

IMPORTANT.

META
DESCRIPTION

Your title tag not only serves as the page title displayed by web browsers, but is 
often used by search engines and social media sites as the headline for your page. 
Keywords in your title tag do still seem to impact rankings in 2018, but like your 
meta descriptions, I’d encourage you to write title tags for humans and treat 
them as your first impression to a world that may not know your brand or your 
content.

THREE TIPS FOR WRITING HIGH-IMPACT TITLE TAGS:

Think Like a Reporter
Think of your title tag like a headline, and don’t bury the lead. Especially on the 
web, attention spans are short, and you have to help people quickly understand 
what your page is about and why they should care.

Focus on the Unique
Front-load the most unique part of your title. If you have hundreds of thousands 
of product pages, and you start every title tag with your brand name, product 
category, and subcategory, people will give up before they know which product 
your page is about.

Be Succinct
In addition to the problem of short attention spans, Google only displays about 
50-60 characters of your title tag. Get to the point quickly, or it’s likely to get 
stranded behind the “...” and never be heard from again.

VERY IMPORTANT.

TITLE
TAG

think of your 
title tag like a 

headline



write responsibly
meta tags are your 
webpage’s face to the 
search world. if you stuff 
them with irrelevant 
nonsense, you’re not going 
to achieve anything in 2018 
but irritating potential 
customers.

write like a human, be 
relevant, and take the time 
to craft meta descriptions 
and title tags that represent 
your value proposition and 
leave people wanting more.

READ ALL ABOUT IT
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A BRIEF INTERVIEW

PAGES MAGAZINE (PM):
In a previous Whiteboard Friday, you discussed SEO reporting 
and KPIs for SEO, such as “assisted conversions.” Could you share 
some more KPIs to include in SEO reports and explain how to tie 
KPIs directly to business objectives?

CYRUS SHEPARD (CS): 
The most important thing about setting business KPIs in SEO is 
that they should originate from the business side of things, rather 
than the SEO side of things.

In the end, the business structure should define what a good KPI 
looks like based on the individual funnel.

Twitter: @CyrusShepard @Moz

∙ IMPORTANT PAGEVIEWS
∙ REFERRAL TRAFFIC
∙ ACCOUNT SIGNUPS
∙ AD REVENUE
∙ DOWNLOADS
∙ SALES
∙ LEADS

COMMON KPIs IN SEO REPORTS INCLUDE:



PM:
You discussed reporting on content per-
formance in that same Whiteboard Friday, 
could you explain in a bit more depth how 
to measure content performance and which 
tools are available to help with this process?

CYRUS SHEPARD: 
At Moz, we built our own custom dashboards 
because tools in the industry to measure 
content performance are so lacking. There’s 
a huge opportunity here!

Basically, whenever we publish new content, 
we measure traffic, social shares, and new 
links. Over time, we slice and dice this data 
to see who our top-performing authors are, 
what topics perform best, and which head-
lines performed better than others.

If you want to track your own content per-
formance metrics, some great tools are 
Google Analytics, Moz’s Link Explorer, and 
BuzzSumo (for social metrics).

PM:
You also mentioned the importance of highlighting and prioritizing 
SEO opportunities within your reporting. Could you provide some 
further recommendations on how to get your changes implement-
ed in a timely manner?

CYRUS SHEPARD: 
So many bad SEO reports simply include long lists of things that 
are wrong without considering the business impact. Is fixing this 
element really going to move the needle? How can the business 
best prioritize our limited developer resources?

When delivering SEO reports, it’s best to focus on 2-3 top priority 
items at a time and give very clear instructions on how to address 
each issue. Any more than this and the client/boss is forced to 
pick and choose and may do so without first understanding how 
each priority fits into the larger picture. It also helps to lay out the 
business case for each recommendation and clearly define what 
the business may expect by implementing the changes, as well as 
include a timeline of expected results.

KEEP IT SIMPLE,...
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Copy Editor
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